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ABSTRACT OF THESISAN ANALYSIS OF VULNERABILITIES IN WEB SERVERS AND BROWSER USINGTIME-BASE AND EFFORT-BASED MODELSWith the rapid inrease in the number of vulnerabilities disovered in major software sys-tems, seurity in omputing and internet-based transations is greatly threatened. Thesevulnerabilities an be exploited to damage a omputer system's seurity attributes - on�-dentiality, integrity and availability. The known vulnerabilities are used by viruses, worms,spywares and individuals with maliious intentions. The vulnerabilities in web appliationsover a major fration of all reported vulnerabilities. Web servers and browsers are at theore of web appliations. However, detailed analysis of vulnerabilities in the web applia-tions has not been attempted in the past. In this researh vulnerabilities are studied usingthe Vulnerabilities Disovery Models (VDMs), ategorization of vulnerabilities by origin andseverity and the onept of vulnerability density. The feasibility of quantitatively harater-izing the vulnerabilities in the two major HTTP servers and three popular web browsers isexamined in this researh. In partiular, we investigate the appliability of quantitative em-pirial models to the vulnerabilities disovery proess for these servers and browsers. Suhmodels allow us to predit the number of vulnerabilities that may potentially be present ina server or browser but may not yet have been found. The data on vulnerabilities found inthe two servers and three browsers is mined and analyzed. We explore the appliability of
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both time-based and e�ort-based vulnerability disovery models. This investigation showsthat both types of vulnerabilities disovery models an �t the data for servers and browserswell. We also investigate the appliability of the models for the two separate lassi�ationshemes for server and browser vulnerabilities, one based on the soure of error and theother based on severity, and demonstrate the appliability of the quantitative methods toindividual lasses. Sung-Whan WooDepartment of Computer SieneColorado State UniversityFort Collins, Colorado 80523Fall 2006
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Chapter 1Introdution
In reent years, the number of vulnerabilities found has inreased rapidly. The onern overthe potential impat of serious seurity problems is rapidly inreasing as well. This makesit neessary for organizations and individual users to spend signi�ant time and resouresto ontain the potential damage due to seurity problems. Many ompanies have inurredsigni�ant �nanial losses ourred through theft of proprietary information. Viruses andraking attaks are inreasing targeting not just ommerial or government systems but alsoindividual internet users. The National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [15℄ and SymanteInternet Seurity Threat Report [54℄ show that many published vulnerabilities migrate fromserver software to lient software, suh as web browsers. A vulnerability may arise due todefets in software and hardware. A software vulnerability is de�ned as �a defet whihenables an attaker to bypass seurity measures� [47℄ or �a weakness in the seurity systemthat might be exploited to ause loss or harm� [41℄. In general, vulnerability is lass ofdefet or error that an violate seurity poliy.There has been onsiderable disussion about system seurity problems. While manytehniques and optimizations approahes are aimed to preventing spei� attaks or mali-ious behaviors, muh of the examination has been qualitative, often foused on detetionand prevention of individual vulnerabilities. Quantitative data is sometimes ited [13, 19,
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20, 29℄, but without any signi�ant ritial analysis. Methods need to be developed to allowseurity-related risks to be evaluated quantitatively in a systemati manner. This studyfouses on the vulnerabilities trends in HTTP servers and web browsers as a group ratherthan on the spei� vulnerabilities.1.1 Vulnerability Disovery TrendVulnerabilities are reported and olleted by several databases. Four major vulnerabil-ity databases are the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [15℄, the Computer Emer-geny Response Team Coordination Center (CERT/CC) [14℄, the Open-Soure VulnerabilityDatabase (OSVD) [16℄ and the Symante Vulnerability Researh [44℄. The number of vul-nerabilities that has been olleted into these four major databases has di�erenes sine eahvulnerability database has their own de�nition and vulnerability reporting system is di�er-ent. However four major databases show that the vulnerabilities disovery rate is rapidlygrowing year by year. More than twelve vulnerabilities were found during eah day of 2005.Figure 1.1 presents data obtained from NVD [15℄, showing the number of all reported vul-nerabilities by year from 1994 to 2005. Although during the middle of 1990 just a fewvulnerabilities were found, the overall number of vulnerabilities is inreasing dramatially.For example, omparing the 1994 and 2005 vulnerabilities found, more than 189 times thevulnerabilities were found in 2005. Figure 1.1 indiates that more and more vulnerabilitieswill most likely be found in the future.Inreasing vulnerabilities is a serious problems beause suh a large number of vulnerabil-ities provides a good exploitation opportunities for viruses, maliious odes, and attakers.We an foresee that more viruses, worms and spywares will be employed in the near fu-ture. Moreover, maliious attakers have a greater hane of attaking systems with suhpublished and known vulnerability.The available data indiates that lient software's vulnerabilities are more frequently
2



Figure 1.1: Vulnerabilities Disovery Trendreported than server softwares vulnerabilities. Aording to the National VulnerabilityDatabase [15℄, approximately 60% of all reported vulnerabilities in early 2000 were relatedto server software. However, most urrently reported vulnerabilities (over 60% of all re-ported vulnerabilities) are related to lient software, espeially web appliations suh as webbrowsers, instant messenger program, et [54℄.1.2 Vulnerability, Maliious Intent and EonomisThe omputer virus is a good example of how software vulnerability an be exploited. Com-puter seurity problems surfaed before omputer networking had beome popular. The�rst omputer virus, Elk Cloner, was found in the Apple system in 1982. This virus spreadslowly and was limited beause the infetion had been transmitted from a �oppy disk toa �oppy disk. This virus, like many other early viruses, also was not harmful to systems.However, reent virus or maliious odes using software or hardware vulnerabilities pose asigni�ant risk, and the time-line between dislosure of vulnerability and impat to systemis beoming shorter [34℄.Computer viruses, worms and spywares spread and attak through omputer software
3



Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005Inidents 2,134 3,374 9,859 21,756 52,658 82,094 137,529 N/A N/AVulnerabilites 252 246 916 1016 1672 1948 1264 2349 4827Table 1.1: Computer Seurity Inidents and Vulnerabilitiesvulnerabilities or �aws. For example, Code Red [35℄, whih exploited a bu�er over�ow vul-nerability in IIS Indexing Servie DLL (desribed in Mirosoft Seurity Bulletin MS01-033,June 18, 2001), appeared on July 13, 2001, and soon spread world-wide in unpathed sys-tems. Nimda, whih was spread to IIS and Windows 95, 98, ME, NT and 2000 using abu�er over�ow vulnerability (desribed in Mirosoft Seurity Bulletin MS00-078, Otober17, 2000), appeared on September 18, 2001, and also widely infeted unpathed Windowssystems. As we an see from the above examples, there were su�ient time to path thesystem's vulnerabilities; Mirosoft had released the path for Code Red 28 days and Nimda336 days earlier. This demonstrates that most viruses and worms exploit known vulnera-bilities. Table 1.1 present a number of omputer seurity inidents obtained from CERT[14℄ sine 1994. During ten years, there has been a 57-fold inrease in omputer seurityinidents related to viruses and system vulnerabilities.These omputer seurity inidents exert a harmful in�uene on eonomis. Figure 1.2shows the relationship between vulnerability, maliious intent and eonomis. One vulner-ability an be used for a variety of maliious intents, suh as virus, worm, raking, et,onsequently, one maliious intent-related inident an ause eonomi loss for either om-panies or individual users. Thus, reduing vulnerabilities an minimize eonomi loss.
Figure 1.2: Relationship Between Vulnerability, Maliious Intents and Eonomis
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Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005TotalNo. ofVulns 252 246 916 1016 1672 1948 1264 2349 4827IIS 3(1.19%) 3(1.22%) 32(3.49%) 23(2.26%) 22(1.32%) 28(1.44%) 5(0.04%) 3(0.13%) 3(0.06%)Apahe 3(1.19%) 1(0.41%) 8(0.87%) 7(0.69%) 12(0.72%) 19(0.98%) 14(1.11%) 20(0.85%) 8(0.17%)IE 5(1.98%) 6(2.44%) 39(4.26%) 19(1.87%) 34(2.03%) 53(2.72%) 21(1.66%) 58(2.47%) 32(0.66%)Firefox N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 22(0.94%) 74(1.53%)Mozilla N/A N/A N/A 1(0.1%) 1(0.06%) 6(0.31%) 1(0.08%) 17(0.72%) 12(0.25%)Table 1.2: Web Appliation Vulnerability Trends1.3 Web Servers and Web BrowsersThere has been onsiderable disussion on web server and web lient software's seurityin reent years. Aording to the Symante Internet Seurity Threat Report [54℄, 69% oftotal vulnerabilities in 2005 were assoiated with web appliations and the perentage ofthis trend is inreasing. Table 1.2 shows the number of vulnerabilities and the perentagesof all of published vulnerabilities for two web servers and three web browsers from 1997 to2005. These �ve appliations over more than 2.6% of the total number of vulnerabilitiesfor eah year. The average perentage of total number of vulnerabilities during this nineyears period is 4.78%.Two of the major software omponents of the Internet are an HTTP (Hyper Text Trans-fer Protool) server (also termed a web server) and a web browser, whih serves as the lientside. Both of these omponents were �rst introdued in 1991 by Tim Berners-Lee of CERN.They have now beome an indispensable part of both organizational and personal intera-tions. The early web server provided information using stati HTML pages, while the earlyweb browsers only o�ered this stati and inative information to lients. The web server
5



now provides dynami and interative servie between the server and lient using databasequeries, exeutable sripts, et. The web server is able to support a variety of funtionssuh as serving streaming media, mail, et. An HTTP server has thus emerged as a foalpoint for the Internet. Also, web browsers have the ability to handle suh information whihservers send.In this researh the vulnerabilities in the two most widely-used HTTP servers and threewell-aepted web browser to lients are examined. The Apahe server, introdued in 1995,and the Mirosoft IIS (Internet Information Servies) server originally supplied as part ofthe NT operating systems in 1995-96. While Apahe has a muh larger overall market share,roughly 65%, IIS may have a higher share of the orporate websites. The market share forother servers is very small and thus they are not examined here. IIS is the only HTTPserver that is not open-soure. Both Apahe and IIS are generally omparable in features.IIS runs only under the Windows operating systems, whereas Apahe supports all the majoroperating systems.Today, web browser provide a variety of o�e and entertainment funtions, suh ase-ommerial, e-mail, �ash games, movies, et. These variety of funtions may provideattakers or maliious users and opportunity to widen the Internet seurity hole. However,these funtions annot be eliminated from web browser.The �rst publi version of Mirosoft IE (Internet Explorer) was released in August,1995. When IE appeared, only a small number of lients used this web browser. NetsapeNavigator, whih is Firefox and Mozilla's anteedents, was employed as the Internet lient'sweb browser during middle of the 90s. IE urrently holds more or less 80% of the overallmarket share. Firefox is expanding its area.Servers and web browsers are very attrative targets for maliious attaks. Servers anrepresent the �rst line of defense that, if bypassed, an ompromise the integrity, on�-dentiality and availability attributes of the enterprise seurity. Web browsers are the �rst
6



gate that ommon Internet users utilize to onnet to the world wide web. This �rst gatean also be the rak that leak a lient's personal information, suh as redit ard number,e-mail address, and so on. Thus, it is essential to understand the threat posed both byreently disovered vulnerabilities for whih a path has not been developed or applied andundisovered vulnerabilities.At this time, despite the signi�ane of seurity in the HTTP servers and web browsers,very little quantitative work has been done to model the vulnerabilities disovery proess forthe servers. Suh work would permit both the developers and the users to better estimatefuture vulnerabilities disovery rates. It would also be highly desirable to be able to projetwhat types of vulnerabilities are more likely to be disovered. Some of the available work onHTTP servers and web browsers disuss some spei� problem or attaks that the serversand web browsers fae, suh as denial of servie attaks (DoS) [9, 26℄, the author suggestssome ountermeasures to be applied when an attak of this type takes plae. In this researh,the fous is rather on all kinds of vulnerabilities than on vulnerability trends of HTTP seversand web browsers .1.4 Analysis of Vulnerabilities in Web Servers and WebBrowsersThe seurity of systems onneted to the Internet depends on several omponents of thesystem. These inlude the operating systems, HTTP servers and the browsers. Some of themajor seurity ompromises arise beause of vulnerabilities in the HTTP servers and webbrowsers. The vulnerabilities found are dislosed by the �nders using some of the ommonreporting mehanisms available in the �eld. The databases for the vulnerabilities and defetsare maintained by organizations suh as National Vulnerabilities Database [15℄, MITRE ,Bugzilla [55℄, BugTraq [49℄, et., as well as the developers of the software.All omputing systems onneted to the network are subjet to some seurity risks.
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However, there has been little researh arried out to analyze vulnerability in web serversand web browsers. The existing researh merely shows quantitative data of vulnerabilitywithout any signi�ant analysis. In this researh, a variety of approahes have been hosento analyze web servers' and browsers' vulnerabilities.While there have been many studies attempting to identify auses of vulnerabilities andpotential ounter-measures, the development of systemati quantitative methods to har-aterize seurity has begun only reently. There has been onsiderable debate omparingthe seurity attributes of open soure and ommerial software [6℄. However, for a arefulinterpretation of the data, rigorous quantitative modeling methods are needed. The likeli-hood of a systems being ompromised depends on the probability that a newly disoveredvulnerability will be exploited. Thus, the risk is better represented by the not yet disoveredvulnerabilities and the vulnerabilities disovery rate rather than by the vulnerabilities thathave been disovered in the past and remedied by pathes.Possible approahes for a quantitative perspetive are presented in Sarah Broklehurst etal. 's �On measurement of operational seurity�[12℄ and Less Hatton's �Reexamining the faultdensity-omponent size onnetion� [24℄. Probabilisti examinations of intrusions have beenpresented by several researhers Hilary K. Browne et al.'s �A trend analysis of exploitations�[13℄ and Bharat B. Madan et al.'s �A method for modeling and quantifying the seurityattributes of intrusion tolerant systems� [32℄. In [42℄, Resorla studied vulnerabilities inopen soure software; however, the vulnerabilities disovery proess in operating systemshas just reently been examined by Resorla [43℄ and by Alhazmi and Malaiya [2, 3, 5℄.
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Chapter 2Vulnerability Disovery Models
Use of Reliability Growth Models is now ommon in software reliability engineering [37℄. Asbugs are found and removed, fewer bugs remain. As a result, the bug �nding rate graduallydrops and the umulative number of bugs eventually approahes saturation point, whihmeans that only a limited number of potential or undisovered bugs remain. Suh growthmodels are used to determine when a software system is ready to be released, and whatfailure rates an be expeted in atual use.Reliability Growth Model is losely related to the Vulnerability Disovery Models sinevulnerabilities are a speial lass of defets or bugs that an permit irumvention of theseurity measures. Some vulnerability disovery models were reently proposed by Ander-son [6℄, Resorla [43℄, and Alhazmi and Malaiya [3℄. Most of these models maintain theumulative number of vulnerability by alendar time. These models are distributed intothe time-based model. The time-based model onsiders alendar time as the independentvariable. This model inorporates the e�et of the rising and delining market share on thesoftware. The other model, whih is the e�ort-based model, requires expliit estimation ofthe e�ort using an e�ort funtion, whih is then used as an independent variable. Figure2.1 shows the distribution of vulnerability disovery model (VDM). Vulnerability disoverymodels are separated into the time-based model and e�ort-based model. The time-based
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Figure 2.1: Vulnerability Disovery Model Distributionmodel uses alendar time as the main fator and the e�ort-based model uses installed sys-tem as main fator. Example of the time-based models are the Alhazmi-Malaiya LogistiModel, Anderson Thermodynami Model, Linear Model, Resorla Exponential Model andLogarithmi Poisson Model.The appliability of these models to several operating systems was examined in [2℄. Theresults indiate that while some of the models �t the data for most operating systems,others do not �t well or provide a good �t only during a spei� phase. We investigate theappliability of two of the most suessful models for HTTP servers [57℄ and web browsers.The models used here are the Alhazmi-Malaiya Logisti Model and Alhazmi-Malaiya E�ort-based model proposed by Alhazmi and Malaiya [3℄: These two models have been found to�t data sets for several of the major Windows and Linux operating systems, as determinedby goodness of �t and other measures. In this thesis, the Alhazmi-Malaiya Logisti Modelis alled the Time-based model and the Alhazmi-Malaiya E�ort-based model is alled theE�ort-based model sine these two models provide more aurate �t.2.1 Time-based ModelThe time-based model shows the variation of umulative number of vulnerabilities with time.In Figure 2.1, Alhazmi-Malaiya Logisti, Logarithmi, Exponential and Linear models ex-
10



amine the umulative number of vulnerability with alendar time. Eah model demonstratesvulnerability disovery trend-shape, for exampel, the Alhazmi-Malaiya Logisti model sug-gests that the umulative number of vulnerabilities demonstrates an S-shape with timeand the logarithmi model demonstrates logarithmi-shape with time. However Alhazmi-Malaiya Logisti and Linear models provide the more aurate �t than other models. Thenext setions present a summary of the Alhazmi-Malaiya Logisti and Linear models' mainfeature.2.1.1 Alhazmi-Malaiya Logisti ModelThis model assumes that the rate of hange of the umulative number of vulnerabilities Ω isgoverned by two fators, as given in equation 2.1 [3℄. The �rst fator delines as the numberof remaining undeteted vulnerabilities delines. The other fator inreases with the timeneeded to take into aount the rising share of the installed base. The saturation e�etis modeled by the �rst fator. While it is possible to obtain a more omplex model, thismodel provides a good �t to the data, as shown below. Let us assume that the vulnerabilitydisovery rate is given by the di�erential equation:
dΩ

dt
= AΩ(B − Ω) (2.1)where Ω is the umulative number of vulnerabilities, t is the alendar time, and initiallyt = 0. A and B are empirial onstants determined from the reorded data. By solving thedi�erential equation, we obtain

Ω(t) =
B

BCe−ABt + 1
(2.2)where C is a onstant introdued while solving Equation 2.1. Equation 2.2 gives usa three-parameter model given by the logisti funtion. In Equation 2.2, as t approahes
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Figure 2.2: Alhazmi-Malaiya Logisti (AML) Modelin�nity, Ω approahes B. Thus, the parameter B represents the total number of aumulatedvulnerabilities that will eventually be found.Figure 2.2 shows hypothetial plots for the Time-based model for di�erent values of A,B and C. Thus, the vulnerability disovery rate inreases at the beginning, reahes a steadyrate and then starts delining. Consequently, the umulative number of vulnerabilities showsan inreasing rate at the beginning as the system begins to attrat an inreasing share of theinstalled base. After some time, a steady rate of vulnerability �nding yields a linear urve.Eventually, as the vulnerability disovery rate begins to drop, there is saturation due bothto redued attention and a smaller pool of remaining vulnerabilities.2.1.2 The Linear ModelThe Linear Vulnerability Disovery (LVD) Model was proposed by Alhazmi and Malaiya[4℄. LVD also uses a alendar time base like that of the time-based model. LVD assumes thevulnerability disovery rate to be steady during software life time. However, it is di�ultto apply LVD to long-aged software or long-term life yle software sine the vulnerabilitydisovery rate varies for eah time period and the number of vulnerabilities in eah software
12



is �nite. This model should be applied to the linear phase part of the Time-based modeland the newly released software, whih has a prior version.The linear model is given by a linear equation,
Ω(t) = p + qt (2.3)where q is the slope and p is a onstant fator. The LVD model may �t ases in whihmuh of the data is linear and largely falls within the linear phase in the time-based model.Also statistial analysis in [2℄ shows that the LVD model's goodness of �t is less signi�antthan that of Time-based and E�ort-based models. This means that it is di�ult to applythe LVD model to real vulnerability data.2.2 The Alhazmi-Malaiya E�ort-based ModelVulnerabilities are usually reported using alendar time as the main fator. The reason forthis is that it is easy to reord vulnerabilities and link them to the time of disovery. This,however, does not take into onsideration the hanges ourring in the environment duringthe lifetime of the system. A major environmental fator is the number of installations,whih depends on the share of the installed base of the spei� system. It is muh morerewarding to exploit vulnerabilities that exist in a large number of omputers. Hene, itan be expeted that a larger share of the e�ort going into disovery of vulnerabilities, bothin-house and external or non-experts and experts, would go toward a system with largerinstalled base.Using e�ort as a fator was �rst disussed in [12, 31℄. However, the authors did notsuggest a unit or a way of measuring e�ort. The E�ort-based Model utilizes a measuretermed Equivalent E�ort (E), whih is alulated using
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E =
n∑

i=0

(Ui × Pi) =
n∑

i=0

Ni (2.4)where Ui is the total number of all HTTP servers or web browsers at the period of timei, n represents the last period of usage time, and Pi is the perentage of the servers usingthe spei� server for whih we are measuring E. The result is given in system-months.The measure E an be alulated for the servers using the data available at the NationalVulnerability Database (NVD) [15℄ and for the web browsers using the data available at theNet Appliations [7℄. These data provide eah HTTP server's and web browser's marketshare for eah time period.The model employs equivalent e�ort as a fator to model vulnerability disovery. Equiva-lent e�ort re�ets the e�ort that would have gone into �nding vulnerabilities more auratelythan using time alone. This is somewhat analogous to using CPU time for software reliabilitygrowth models (SRGMs).If we assume that the vulnerability detetion rate with respet to e�ort is proportionalto the fration of remaining vulnerability, then we get an exponential model, just like theexponential SRGM. The model an be given as follows:
Ω(E) = B(1 − e−λvu) (2.5)where λvu is a parameter analogous to failure intensity in SRGMs and B is anotherparameter. B represents the number of vulnerabilities that will eventually be found. Wewill refer to the model given by Equation 2.5 as the E�ort-based Model.Figure 2.3 shows hypothetial plots for the E�ort-based model for di�erent values of Band λvu. Thus, the vulnerability disovery rate inreases rapidly at the beginning whilethe umulative number of system inrease. Later, the vulnerability disovery rate beginsto deline. Consequently, the umulative number of vulnerabilities shows an inreasing
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Figure 2.3: Alhazmi-Malaiya E�ort-based Modelrate at the beginning as the system starts to attrat an inreasing share of the installedbase. After some time, the steady rate of vulnerability �nding is drop quikly. Finally, asthe vulnerability disovery rate is lose to the zero, there is saturation due to the smallernumber of undisovered vulnerabilities.2.3 Limitations of Eah ModelThree vulnerability disovery models are shown above. The Time-based and Linear Vul-nerability Disovery models employ alendar time as the independent variable, while theE�ort-based model uses the share of the installed base of the spei� system as the ma-jor environmental fator. Thus, the E�ort-based model an be expeted to be muh moree�etive in disovering vulnerabilities, sine a software that is shared by large number ofexplorer have a greater hane of being exploited. In general, more vulnerability is found ina appliation or O.S that has a higher market share, sine it does not depend on softwarelifetime.Two statistial goodness of �t tests evaluate the Time-based and E�ort-based models.
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The �rst is the hi-square (x2) goodness of �t test, whih ompares a observed data to amodel's expeted data and shows di�erene signi�ant. The hi-square statisti formula asfollows:
x2 =

n∑

i=0

(xi − ei)
2

ei

(2.6)In the Equation 2.6, xi is the observed value and ei is the model's expeted value. To bethe aeptable signi�ant di�erene, hi-square value is less than hi-square ritial valuefor a given probability level (alpha) and the degrees of freedom. The P-value of a statistialsigni�ane test represents the probability that x2

critical
values should be equal to or greaterin magnitude than x2. The aeptable P-value range is higher than 0.05 sine we use analpha level of 5%. A P-value loser to 1 that indiates a better �t. Exept the Time-basedmodel (Alhazmi-Malaiya Logisti Model) and E�ort-based model, models in Figure 2.1 donot �t quite well [2℄.In spite of the fat that the E�ort-based model an provide more aurate �t, it annotbe applied to every software beause the number of spei� software installed systems annotalways be aquired and hene it is di�ult to obtain aurate data onerning the number ofinstalled system for spei� software. The Time-based model is a better �t when the numberof installed instanes is not known. However, the results after examining eah HTTP serverand web browser shows similar aurate �tting if the software has enough market share:hene, if a software has enough market share, one of models shows similar results. In thisstudy, the Time-based and E�ort-based models are provided for HTTP servers and webbrowsers. Moreover we assume that Apahe, IIS, IE and Firefox have su�ient marketshare data to be explored.
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Chapter 3Three Signi�ant Fators ImpatingVulnerability
Many fators produe an e�et on the vulnerability disovery rate. Even the most expertand the best programmer or team is unable to develop a perfet, seure and defet or errorfree software. This means that all software has defets, errors and seurity �aws, all of whihan be used for maliious purposes. This is alled software vulnerability. Nobody an statewith any degree of ertainty how many vulnerabilities may be involved in a software or howmany vulnerabilities likely to be disovered monthly or in the near future. However, we anpredit vulnerability trends through a variety fators suh as popularity of software, softwareage, ode size of software, relationship to other omponents, eonomi, value, et. The majorthree fators that in�uene software vulnerability are software ode size, software age andsoftware popularity. The �rst fator, software ode size, indiates the potential numberof vulnerabilities, and last two fators, software age and popularity, provide the lues forvulnerability disovery rate.3.1 Software Code SizeSeveral studies [1, 18, 25, 45℄ have researhed the predition of software defets and therelationship between ode or module size and defets or bugs. Even though the largest size
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of software has lower defet density (the number of defet is divided by lines of ode (LOC)),these studies show that the number of defets or errors inreases as ode size inreases. Asthis aspet, the number of vulnerabilities inreases as ode size inreases, sine softwarevulnerability is de�ned as "a defet whih enables an attaker to bypass seurity measures"[47℄. A �rst order approximation assumes a linear relationship, whih allows a measure ofdefet density to be de�ned. Sine vulnerabilities are a lass of defets, we an similarlyde�ne a measure alled vulnerability density (the number of vulnerabilities is divided byLOC). Available data allows us to alulate the densities of the disovered vulnerabilities forthe Apahe web server, Firefox and Mozilla, as shown following hapters.The linear equation for the vulnerability growth with ode size is given,
Ω(l) = p + q × L (3.1)where q is the potential vulnerability rate and p is a onstant fator. the parameter qvaries with various fators suh as size of module, omplexity and so on.Equation 3.1 di�ers with the Linear Vulnerability Disovery model Equation 2.3. TheLinear Vulnerability Disovery model Equation 2.3 in previous setion orresponds to theumulative vulnerability that orresponds to time, sine Equation 3.1 presents a number ofpotential vulnerabilities related to software ode size.The number of vulnerabilities should be inreased in proportion to the size of the soft-ware. However, this does not imply that the vulnerability disovery rate grows with theode size of the software but merely demonstrates shows an assoiation between potentialvulnerabilities and software ode size.3.2 Software AgeIn the previous setion, we showed the Time-based model that was proposed by Alhazmiand Malaiya. The umulative number of vulnerabilities for software inreases with the lapse
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Figure 3.1: Relation between Software Age and Vulnerabilitiesof time and then eventually reahes saturation phase. During the initial learning phase inTime-based model, very few of vulnerabilities are found. This indiates that the vulnerabilitydisovery rate is low in this phase. During the next phase, termed the linear phase, a steadystream of vulnerability disoveries ours; the number of found vulnerabilities inreasesrapidly until saturation phase; the vulnerability disovery rate show a bell shape during thisphase. In the �nal saturation phase, the �nding vulnerability disovery rate delines andfew vulnerabilities are found sine there are few residual vulnerabilities. Figure 3.1 showsthis yle.The relationship between software age and number of found vulnerabilities follows theTime-based model sine the Time-based model demonstrates a umulative number of vul-nerabilities by alendar time.Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between software age, the umulative vulnerabilities Ωand the vulnerability disovery rate. The durations of the three phases in Figure 3.1 shouldbe shrunk or expanded depending on other fators suh as market share, potential numberof vulnerabilities, et.
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3.3 Installed-based SystemsMarket share is one of the most signi�ant fators impating the e�ort expended in exploringpotential or residual vulnerabilities. A higher market share indiates more inentive toexplore and exploit vulnerabilities for both experts and non-experts, sine both would �ndit more pro�table or satisfying to spend their time on a software with a higher marketshare. The e�et of the market share rise and fall is impliit in the Time-based model andE�ort-based model. These two model annot applied to a software that has a lower marketshare.A signi�ant number of vulnerabilities have been found in Apahe, IIS, IE and Firefox,illustrating the impat of the market share on the motivation for exploiting or �nding vul-nerabilities. We an use market share as an indiator of e�ort for the E�ort-based model.However we did not use the e�ort-based model for Mozilla. Only thirty-nine vulnerabilitieswere found in Mozilla during seven years. Over half of Mozilla's total vulnerabilities areshared vulnerabilities with Firefox. This demonstrates that the vulnerability disovery rateis related more to the amount of usage or market share than to software age. More detailexplains are shown in Chapter 4.1 for HTTP server's market share and 5.1 for web browser'smarket share with real data.3.4 Relationship between Installed Systems and Software AgeFigure 3.2 is derived from the Time-based model and installed systems. Figure 3.2 showsthe umulative number of vulnerabilities by time and installed system. The equation anbe given by follows:
Ω(Sys, t) =

B

BCe−ABt + 1
DSys (3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Market Share and Software Agewhere Sys represents the number of installed system, B is the number of vulnerabilities thatwill eventually be found, and C and D are onstant fators.Figure 3.2 shows the number of installed systems give more major e�et to vulnerabilitiesdisovery than software age. Early time of software age, number of installed system doesnot provide big advantage �nding vulnerabilities sine user (that inlude maliious user)analysis the software during this early time. After this time, the gaps between numberof vulnerability, whih lower number of installed systems and higher number of installedsystems �nd, wide is getting wider.
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Chapter 4Vulnerabilities in Web Servers
In this hapter, we examine the vulnerabilities in the two most widely-used HTTP servers,the Apahe server, introdued in 1995, and the Mirosoft IIS (Internet Information Servies)server, originally supplied as part of the NT operating systems in 1995-96. While Apahe hasa muh larger overall market share, roughly 65%, IIS may have a higher share of orporatewebsites. The market share for other servers is very small and thus they are not examinedhere. IIS is the only HTTP server that is not open-soure. Both Apahe and IIS aregenerally omparable in features. IIS runs only under the Windows operating systems,whereas Apahe supports all the major operating systems.The data sets for the aggregate vulnerabilities, number of vulnerabilities by ategoriesand severity for the Apahe and Mirosoft IIS web servers are �tted to the Time-basedand E�ort-based models. The goodness of �t is evaluated to determine how well the modelsre�et the atual vulnerabilities disovery proess. The vulnerabilities data are from the Na-tional Vulnerabilities Database maintained by NIST. The market share data from Netraft[39℄ was used. We note that Apahe represents an open soure software and IIS representsa losed soure, i.e., a ommerial system. It should also be noted that the number of vul-nerabilities, either found or estimated as remaining, should not be the only measurement ofa seurity threat. Other fators suh as path development and appliation delays and vul-
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Web Server Apahe IIS SJSWS Zeus OthersMarket Share 64.76% 25.46% 2.35% 0.67% 6.76%Vulnerabilities 95 122 3 5 N/ARelease Year 1995 1995 2002 1995 N/ALatest Version 2.2.0 6.0 6.1 4.3 N/ATable 4.1: Market Share and Vulnerabilities Foundnerabilities' exploitation rates also need to be onsidered. In this hapter, all vulnerabilitiesare onsidered without regard to how they arise or the extent of their impat. Distintionsamong the vulnerabilities will be onsidered in subsequent hapters.4.1 Web Server Market Share for the E�ort-based ModelMarket share is one of the most signi�ant fators impating the e�ort expended in exploringpotential vulnerabilities. Higher market share indiates more inentive to explore and exploitvulnerabilities for both exports and non-exports, sine both would �nd it more pro�table orsatisfying to spend their time on a software with a higher market share.Table 4.1 presents data obtained from NVD and Netraft, showing the urrent webserver market share and total number of vulnerabilities found to date. As we an see fromthe table, for servers with a lower perentage of the market, suh as Sun Java System WebServer (SJSWS) and Zeus, the total number of vulnerabilities found is low. That does notmean that these systems are more seure, but merely that only limited e�ort has gone intodeteting their vulnerabilities. A signi�ant number of vulnerabilities have been found inboth Apahe and IIS, illustrating the impat of the market share on the motivation forexploring or �nding vulnerabilities. In this study, we use market share as an indiator ofe�ort for the E�ort-based model.Figure 4.1 shows the web server market share for Apahe and IIS. As demonstrated byFigure 4.2, the number of web servers ontinues to grow steadily. Among the various webservers, Apahe and Mirosoft IIS dominate the web server market. Other web servers suh
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Figure 4.1: Perentage of Market Share

Figure 4.2: Number of Web Serversas Sun Java System Web Server and Zeus oupy a very small share of the market, as shownin the Table 4.1. Sine the total share of all of SJSWS and Zeus added together representsless than 10% of the market share, very few vulnerabilities have been found in them andhene the data for these servers has not been used in our study.Even though Apahe and IIS are the top web servers, there is a marked gap between theApahe and IIS market shares, as shown in Figure 4.1. This di�erene in market share maybe due to several fators. Perhaps the most important of these is that Apahe is availablefor all major operating system platforms and an be obtained without ost. However IIS
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is only provided for the Mirosoft Windows operating system platform. Apahe may alsohave bene�ted from not having been exposed to serious seurity issues suh as the Code Red[35℄or Nimda worms that were faed by IIS in 2001.4.2 Aggregate Vulnerabilities in Web ServersA total 95 vulnerabilities were found in Apahe until May 2006 and 122 vulnerabilities werepublished in IIS. In this setion we use these vulnerability data for the two major webservers and determine whether the Apahe's and IIS's vulnerability trends are �tted for theTime-based and E�ort-based models.4.2.1 Modeling Apahe VulnerabilitiesThe Apahe HTTP server was �rst released in middle of 1995. Sine then it has gainedwide popularity and is used by over 50 million web server systems. In this setion, we �tthe vulnerabilities data for Apahe to the Time-based and E�ort-based model. Figure 4.3and 4.4 give the vulnerabilities data from NVD for the period between Marh 1996 and May2006, and the Netraft market share data also oves the period from Marh 1996 to May2006.In Figure 4.3 and 4.4, the bold blak lines indiate the �tted models, while the other thinlines show umulative vulnerabilities for Apahe. Figure 4.3 shows umulative vulnerabilitiesby time period for the time-based model. At the beginning, the slope of the urve for Apaherises gently until about January 2000, after whih the slope has remained steady. Fromthe point of the three phases of the vulnerabilities disovery proess [3℄, Apahe has notyet entered the saturation phase; one or two vulnerabilities have still been found reently.Apahe urrently appears to be at the end of linear phase, sine the number of vulnerabilitiesstill appears to be growing linearly. Despite having been on the market for several years,Apahe has not reahed the saturation phase possibly beause of its larger market share;
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Figure 4.3: Time-Based Model for Aggregate Vulnerabilities in Apahe

Figure 4.4: E�ort-Based Model for Aggregate Vulnerabilities in Apahemoreover, the number of systems using the Apahe web server is still inreasing. This meansthat vulnerabilities disovery for Apahe an be expeted to ontinue at a signi�ant paein near future.Figure 4.4 shows umulative vulnerabilities by the number of installed Apahe systemin terms of million system-months and the �tted E�ort-based model. The E�ort-basedmodel shows that Apahe has not yet approahed the saturation phase sine the number ofvulnerabilities ontinues to inrease approximately linearly as the number of Apahe seversinreases. The results of the analysis are given in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.5: Time-based Model for Aggregate Vulnerabilities in IIS4.2.2 Modeling IIS VulnerabilitiesMirosoft IIS was released in the early part of 1996. IIS is a popular ommerial web serverwith about 15 million installations urrently. In this setion, we �t the IIS data to theTime-based and E�ort-based models. We have used the vulnerabilities data and the marketshare data from January 1997 to May 2006.Figure 4.5 shows the umulative vulnerabilities by month and the �tted time-based modelfor the IIS web server. The Time-based model and the E�ort-based model �t the data forIIS very well. The IIS web server appears to have reahed the saturation phase. In reentmonths, the vulnerabilities disovery rate for IIS has dropped to a very low point. A possi-ble explanation for this an be that the number of IIS web servers installed appears to bestationary, unlike the Apahe server whih is still gaining in terms of new installations. An-other possibility is that the number of remaining undisovered vulnerabilities may atuallyhave dropped signi�antly.Figure 4.6 shows umulative vulnerabilities by the number of installed IIS web serversand the E�ort-based model by million system-months. Unlike Figure 4.4, Figure 4.6 showsa signi�ant degree of saturation.
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Figure 4.6: E�ort-based Model for Aggregate Vulnerabilities in IISModel Parameter Apahe IIS Win 98 Win NT4Time-baseModel A 0.00062 0.00075 0.0048 0.0006B 90.01 120 37.73 136C 0.7675 0.5959 0.554 0.522
x2 64.24 35.54 7.365 35.58

x2

critical
148.78 138.81 60.481 103.01P-value 0.999 1 1 1E�ort-baseModel B 112.5 122 37 108

λV U 0.00092 0.0009 0.0005 0.003
x2 23.726 46.6 3.52 25.05

x2

critical
61.66 103 44.985 42.5569P-value 0.992 0.998 1 0.985Table 4.2: x2Goodness of Fit Test Result for Aggregate Vulnerabilities4.2.3 Chi-square Analysis of Goodness of Fit for Aggregate Vulnerabili-ties in Web ServersWe examine the �t of the models to the data as shown in Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6.For x2 goodness of �t test, we hose an alpha level of 5%. Table 4.2 gives the hi-squarevalues and parameter values for both the Time-based model and E�ort-based model. Foromparison, this table also provide orresponding parameter values for the Windows 98 andNT operating systems, as well as the hi-square values.Table 4.2 shows that the hi-square (x2 ) values are less than the hi-square ritial
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(x2

critical
) values. This demonstrates that the �t for Apahe, IIS, Windows 98 and NT issigni�ant. The �t was obtained by minimizing the hi-square value. Both data sets �tboth models with P-values ranging from 0.959 to nearly 1, indiating that the �t is quitesigni�ant. We an also note that parameter A is always less than 0.005 and parameterC is always less then 0.85, while parameter B orresponds approximately to the number ofvulnerabilities.4.3 Individual Vulnerability CategoriesIn the previous setion we examined the appliation of the Time-based and E�ort-basedModels for the total number of vulnerabilities of Apahe and IIS. In this and the follow-ing subsetion, we apply these models to two separate lassi�ation shemes for servers'vulnerabilities.Distinguishing among vulnerabilities is useful when we want to examine the nature andextent of the problem. It an help determine what protetive ations would be most e�etive.Vulnerabilities taxonomy is still an evolving area of researh. Several taxonomies havebeen proposed [8, 10, 28, 51℄. An ideal taxonomy should have suh desirable properties asmutual exlusiveness, lear and unique de�nition, and overage of all software vulnerabilities.Vulnerabilities an be lassi�ed using shemes based on ause, severity, impat and soure,et. In this analysis, we use the lassi�ation sheme employed by the National VulnerabilityDatabase of the National Institute of Standards and Tehnology. This lassi�ation is basedon the auses of vulnerabilities. The eight lasses are as follows [15, 49℄:1. Input Validation Error (boundary ondition error, bu�er over�ow error): Suh typesof vulnerabilities inlude failure to verify the inorret input and read/write involvingan invalid memory address.2. Aess Validation Error: These vulnerabilities ause failure in enforing the orret
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privilege for a user.3. Exeptional Condition Error: These vulnerabilities arise due to failures in respondingto unexpeted data or onditions.4. Environmental Error: These vulnerabilities are triggered by spei� onditions of theomputational environment.5. Con�guration Error: These vulnerabilities result from improper system settings.6. Rae Condition Error: These are aused by the improper serialization of the sequenesof proesses.7. Design Error: These are aused by improper design of the software struture.8. Others: Inludes vulnerabilities that do not belong to the types listed above, sometimesreferred to as nonstandard.Unfortunately, the eight lasses are not ompletely mutually exlusive. Table 4.3 showshow vulnerabilities are distributed among ategories for both the data sets studied. Thenumber of input validation errors is muh higher than other types of vulnerabilities for bothApahe and IIS. A similar distribution is observed in both operating systems, with inputvalidation errors forming the largest ategory. Beause a vulnerability an belong to morethan one ategory, the summation of all ategories for a single software system may add upto more than the total number of vulnerabilities (also the perentages may exeed 100%).This is shown in Table 4.3.Figure 4.7 ompares vulnerabilities distributions in Apahe and IIS. The ategories withthe highest proportions are input validation errors, followed by design errors. There is aslight di�erene in ategory ordering between Apahe and IIS, with Apahe having moreon�guration errors than aess validation errors; however, IIS has more aess validation
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Category Apahe IIS Win 2000 Win XPIV 42(37.61%) 59(45.04%) 113(44.84%) 88(55%)DE 22(20.18%) 26(19.85%) 67(26.59%) 30(18.75%)ECE 18(16.51%) 15(11.45%) 45(17.86%) 27(16.88%)AVE 6(5.5%) 16(12.21%) 20(7.94%) 10(6.25%)CE 12(11.01%) 6(4.58%) 9(3.97%) 0(0%)EE 4(3.67%) 4(3.05%) 5(1.59%) 2(1.25%)RCE 2(1.83%) 1(0.76%) 1(0.4%) 3(1.88%)Other 4(3.67%) 4(3.05%) 3(1.19%) 0(0%)Total 95 122 252 160Table 4.3: Web Server Vulnerabilities Classi�ed by Categoryerrors. While IIS has been more vulnerable to aess validation errors, Apahe's greatervulnerability to on�guration errors may be due to the fat that Apahe has more omplexinstallation requirements.When we ompare HTTP servers and other software, we �nd a omparable patterndemonstrating that the input validation error or design error is higher in proportion thanother type of error. Otherwise, they are within lose range of eah other.We plot the vulnerabilities for the major ategories to determine whether there is anobservable pattern at the level of individual lasses. Sine we noted a similar pattern forthe unategorized vulnerabilities (the total number of vulnerabilities), a possible �t wasexamined. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the �t for the Apahe in the Time-based and E�ort-based models by ategory, respetively. In Figure 4.8 and 4.9, we only onsider the threemajor ategories, examining only: input validation errors, design errors and exeptionalhandling ondition errors sine other types of error are too in relation to the low number of
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Figure 4.7: Vulnerabilities Distributions in Web Server by Category

Figure 4.8: Apahe Time-based Fitting by Category
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Figure 4.9: Apahe E�ort-based Fitting by Category

Figure 4.10: IIS Time-based Model Fitting by Categoryvulnerabilities to be examined.Figure 4.10 and 4.11 show the Time-based and e�ort-based models' �tting of IIS vul-nerabilities by ategory. As we mentioned above, the IIS model has a better �t than theApahe model, sine IIS has reahed the saturation phase. The ategorized number of vul-nerabilities shows the same pattern as demonstrated by the total number of vulnerabilities.Thus, eah ategory shows a related pattern with regard to total number of vulnerabilities.Our time-based and e�ort-based models are �tted for eah ategory. It may be noted thatthe number of input validation errors and design errors are the most ommon ategory in
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Figure 4.11: IIS E�ort-based Model Fitting by CategoryApahe and IIS.Table 4.4 shows the hi-square goodness of �t tests for the Apahe and IIS modelsby ategory. Table 4.4 demonstrates that the hi-square values for eah ategory are lessthan the ritial values. Sine hi-square (x2) values are less than hi-square ritial values(x2

critical
) and the P-values are lose to 1, the �t of input validation, design and exeptionalondition error lasses are signi�ant for both models.4.4 Modeling Vulnerabilities by SeveritySeverity is another way of lassifying vulnerabilities. The severity of a vulnerability indiateshow serious the impat of an exploitation an be. Severity is usually subdivided into threeategories; high, medium and low. Some other organizations use three to �ve level and theirown de�nition for severity. Reently, NVD used CVSS metri for vulnerability severity withranges from 1 to 10, CVSS uses many fators to determine the severity where the range1-3.99 orresponds to low severity, 4-6.99 to medium severity and 7-10 to high severity.The National Vulnerability Database of the National Institute of Standards and Tehnologydesribes severity levels as follows [15℄:
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Apahe IISModel Parameter IVE DE ECE IVE DE AVETime-baseModel A 0.00113 0.00248 0.00238 0.00122 0.00234 0.01B 41.06 25.998 19.686 59 26 16C 0.902 11.05 3.704 0.8899 1 10
x2 49.96 45.08 54.7 27.12 41.14 33.17

x2

critical
148.78 148.78 148.78 138.81 138.81 138.81P-value 1 1 0.999 1 1 1E�ort-baseModel B 45.67 34 37.6 59 25 14

λV U 0.00105 0.00058 0.00034 0.0065 0.0071 0.0604
x2 13.42 14.77 19.3 13.71 21.14 24.66

x2

critical
61.66 61.66 61.66 103 103 103P-value 0.999 0.999 0.997 1 1 1Table 4.4: Apahe and IIS's Category Chi-square Analysis of Goodness of Fit1. High Severity: �This makes it possible for a remote attaker to violate the seurityprotetion of a system (i.e., gain some sort of user, root or appliation aount), orpermits a loal attak that gains omplete ontrol of a system, or if it is importantenough to have an assoiated CERT/CC advisory or US-CERT alert. �2. Medium Severity: �This does not meet the de�nition of either 'high' or 'low' severity.�3. Low Severity: �The vulnerability typially does not yield valuable information or on-trol over a system but rather gives the attaker knowledge provides the attaker withinformation that may help him �nd and exploit other vulnerabilities or we feel thatthe vulnerability is inonsequential for most organizations .�The distributions of the severity of the Apahe and IIS vulnerabilities show similarity. About60% of total vulnerabilities have low severity, followed by about 30% with high severity,with medium severity vulnerabilities at about 4 to 10%. This shows that while low severityvulnerabilities, i.e., those that do not ause serious impat suh as system aess, DoSattak, exposure sensitive information, et., onstitute the majority, the fration of high
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Figure 4.12: Apahe Severity Variation

Figure 4.13: IIS Severity Variationseverity vulnerabilities is nevertheless substantial and represents a signi�ant threat to theserver. Figure 4.12 and 4.13 plot the Apahe's and IIS's perentage of the umulative numberof vulnerabilities for eah severity lass for eah month. Surprisingly, both Apahe and IISshow a similar pattern. A large fration of the high severity vulnerabilities is found early,while the disovery of low severity vulnerabilities is at about 80% after two or three years.Later, high severity vulnerabilities start to form a larger proportion at the expense of lowseverity vulnerabilities.
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Figure 4.14: Apahe Time-based Model Fitting by Severity

Figure 4.15: Apahe E�ort-based Model Fitting by SeverityWe apply the Time-based and E�ort-based model to the three Apahe's and IIS's severitylasses and observe the eah server's severity pattern. In Figures 4.14, 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17,the bold lines indiate the �tted the Time-based and e�ort-based models for eah severitylevel. Figure 4.14 and 4.15 show the result of �tting the Time-based and E�ort-based modelsto the three severity lasses. Figure 4.16 and 4.17 show the �t for the Time-based model andthe E�ort-based model for IIS's severity lasses. In severity lasses, the IIS vulnerabilitiesdata had attained the saturation phase; while the Apahe's vulnerabilities are still beingdisovered.
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Figure 4.16: IIS Time-based Model Fitting by Severity

Figure 4.17: IIS E�ort-based Model Fitting by Severity
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Apahe IISModel Parameter High Medium Low High LowTime-baseModel A 0.00155 0.00344 0.00097 0.0017 0.00126B 27 11.76 58 38 78.99C 0.999 4.83 1.1966 0.99 1.21
x2 45.08 54.71 33.41 33.17 51.53

x2

critical
148.78 148.78 148.78 138.81 138.91P-value 1 0.999 1 1 0.999E�ort-baseModel B 31.46 10 59 38 74

λV U 0.0009 0.001 0.0015 0.0063 0.0119
x2 19.14 23.53 14.22 21.16 26.75

x2

critical
61.66 61.66 61.66 103 103P-value 0.999 0.993 0.999 1 0.999Table 4.5: Apahe and IIS's Severity Chi-square Analysis of Goodness of FitTable 4.5 shows the hi-square analysis of goodness of �t for the Apahe and IIS byseverity level. Using regression analysis, we obtained parameter values from Figures 4.14,4.15, 4.16 and 4.17. As was done previously, for hi-square goodness of �t test, we hosean alpha level of 5%. The hi-square and parameter values for the Time-based model andthe E�ort-based models are also shown in Table 4.5. This hi-square test shows that the�t for the three severity ategories is signi�ant, and the hi-square test shows that thevulnerabilities lassi�ed by severity data sets �t the model.Figures 4.18 and 4.19 illustrate how severity level orrelates with ause lassi�ation. Itis notieable that the input validation error onstituted the majority among high severityvulnerabilities for both Apahe and IIS. In Apahe, a relatively smaller fration of exep-tional ondition errors are of high severity. In IIS as well, the exeptional ondition errorstend to be from among the vulnerabilities with low severity. For IIS, most on�gurationerrors are medium severity.
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Figure 4.18: Apahe Vulnerability Category by Severity

Figure 4.19: IIS Vulnerability Category by Severity
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4.5 Disussion for HTTP Server Vulnerabilities and ModelsWhen the total number of vulnerabilities is examined, both the Time-based and E�ort-based models �t the data sets well, even when the vulnerabilities are ategorized by type orseverity. This suggests that the models an be used to estimate the number of vulnerabilitiesexpeted to be disovered in a given period, and whih types and severity level are likely todominate.The results of model �tting for the vulnerabilities lassi�ed by type are shown in Table4.4. The �tting was done for the most ommon types of vulnerabilities, input validationerror, design error, aess validation error and exeptional ondition handling error for whihthe available data is statistially signi�ant. It would be di�ult to use these models toestimate the types of vulnerabilities that our less frequently beause the data may not besu�iently statistially signi�ant to make meaningful projetions.The results of model �tting for the vulnerabilities lassi�ed by severity are shown inTable 4.5. In all ases, there is enough data for the high and low severity vulnerabilities,and the �t is quite good. The results suggest that these two models an be used to projetthe expeted number of high severity vulnerabilities.The E�ort-based model requires the use of market share data, whih may be di�ultto obtain. The Time-based model does not require this data; it an therefore be a feasiblealternative when market share data is unavailable. Further researh needs to be done toevaluate the preditive apabilities of the two models.Analysis of the vulnerabilities lassi�ed by severity using the National VulnerabilityDatabase standards for severity lassi�ation shows that a large fration of the vulnerabil-ities found initially are high risk. However, subsequently a larger fration of low severityvulnerabilities are enountered within the �rst and seond years. Later, there is again a slightrise in the fration of high severity vulnerabilities found. This variability was observed for
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both servers. Further researh is needed to identify the ause of this variability.After omparing the vulnerabilities trends of the web servers disussed, it is expeted thatfewer vulnerabilities will be disovered in IIS in the future. This may lead to the onlusionthat IIS is more seure than Apahe in this respet. However, this is in reality simplydue to the fat that IIS has reahed saturation phase, even though more IIS vulnerabilitieshave been found in the past. Other fators suh as path release, number of remainingvulnerabilities, eonomi aspets et., also need to be onsidered when hoosing a webserver.
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Chapter 5Analysis of Vulnerabilities in WebBrowsers
Browsers now represent the single most important Internet software. They serve asthe lient's platform for several seurity-ritial appliations suh as Internet banking, e-ommere and on-line trading. There has been growing onern about potential inseurityin web browsers due to vulnerabilities. While the vulnerabilities and exploits of MirosoftIE (Internet Explorer) have been frequently disussed [27℄, its alternatives, suh as Fire-fox, Opera, Safari and so on, are also not immune to serious vulnerability issues [38℄. Theexisting studies of seurity vulnerabilities have been qualitative, foused on detetion andprevention of vulnerabilities in web browsers. A number of seurity problems relating tothe browsers are now being examined, suh as spy-ware [36℄, phishing [17, 23, 27℄, web page�ltering [22, 33℄, maliious pop-up windows [11℄, and e-ommerial fraud [21, 30℄. Many ofthese problems our due to the presene of vulnerabilities in the browser software. SeureSiene Corp. [40℄ reports a single phishing group olleting aess information for 13,677aounts in a single day by installing a maliious ode through exploiting an unpathed vul-nerability. Nimda, whih used the bu�er over�ow vulnerability, a�ets all Windows versionsof Mirosoft Internet Explorer [58℄. The exploitation tehniques and tools utilized are nolonger the exlusive possession of experts, sine many suh methods are now widely available
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and an be relatively easy to use.While the early web server provided information using only stati HTML pages, webservers now provide a dynami and interative servie between the server and lient usingdatabase queries, exeutable sripts, et. The web server is inreasingly adopting new fea-tures suh as serving streaming media. Both the HTTP server and web browser have thusemerged as among the most ritial omponents of the Internet.The �rst publi version of IE was released in August 1995. Firefox and Mozilla are basedon Netsape Navigator, announed in Otober 1994, whih emerged as the popular lientweb browser during the 1990s. IE urrently has about 85% of the overall market share.However the popularity of Firefox has reently inreased due to problems relating to IEvulnerabilities.For the Internet servie provider, servers for web (HTTP), ftp, mail, streaming media,et., are the primary gates for the lients for whom a web browser is the main interfae whihonnets them to the Internet. However, both servers and web browsers have numerousseurity holes. Web browsers provide a variety of essential and entertainment funtions,suh as e-ommere, e-mail, �ash games, movies, et. Some of these funtions provideattakers or maliious users opportunities to exploit seurity holes sine these proessesrequire downloading, uploading and exeuting �les. Browser vulnerabilities represent one ofmain soures of the spread of viruses or worms. However, the onveniene of the dynamitehnial funtionalities o�ered by web browsers makes them indispensable.In this setion we examine the vulnerability disovery rates for the three main webbrowsers and explore the appliability of a vulnerability disovery model to the aggregatevulnerability data as well as data partitioned by auses and severity [56℄.The next setion introdues the vulnerability disovery model used and the signi�antfators that a�et software vulnerability rates. We then onsider the aggregate vulnera-bilities in the three web browsers and examine how well the models �t the available data.
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Web Browsers IE Firefox Mozilla Safari OtherMarket Share 85.18% 9.62% 0.37% 3.06% 1.77%Vulnerabilities 265 94 38 24 N/ARelease Date Aug 1995 Sep 2002 De 1998 Jan 2003 N/ALatest Version 6.0 (sp2) 1.5.0.1 1.7.12 2.0.3 N/ATable 5.1: Web Browsers Market Share and Vulnerabilities FoundThe data sets are then partitioned into ategories based on how suh vulnerabilities arise,and onsider the appliability of the models to individual ategories is onsidered. Next,the vulnerabilities are divided aording the severity of impat and the �t provided by theTime-base model is again examined.5.1 Web Browser Market ShareTable 5.1 presents data obtained from NVD [15℄ and Net Appliations [39℄, showing theurrent web browser market share and total number of vulnerabilities found to date. Otherdata that ollet the usage share of web browsers show similar results, even though thereare minor di�erenes between monitoring web sites beause they depend on the numberof page hits, and the usage range of eah web browser shows similar boundary suh as IEusage between 87% and 83% and Firefox between 12% and 8%. As we an see from thetable 5.1, for web browsers with a lower perentage of the market share, suh as Mozillaand Safari, the total number of vulnerabilities found is low. This does not mean that theseweb browsers are more seure, but merely that only a limited e�ort has gone into detetingtheir vulnerabilities. Table 5.1 also shows that vulnerability disovery rates are more relatedto number of users or market share than period of usage. Although Mozilla was releasedearlier than Firefox and both soure ode sizes are similar, Firefox has a greater number ofvulnerabilities than Mozilla.
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5.2 Aggregate Vulnerabilities in Web BrowsersIn this setion we use the data for the three major web browsers, IE, Firefox and Mozilla,and determine whether vulnerability disovery trends are desribed by the Time-based andE�ort-based models. IE ontrols about 85% of the Internet browser market. This highmarket share has made it an attrative target for exploration and exploitation by maliioususers. The problem is exaerbated by the integration of IE into Windows, unlike Firefox orMozilla. IE integration provides several bene�ts, suh as faster start-up and easier interfaewith other omponents of Windows. However seurity analysts and experts onsider theintegration of IE to be a seurity disadvantage sine IE onnets with a variety of Windowsore omponents. Another weakness of IE is the use of non-standard features, whih donot follow the W3C standard. For example, AtiveX, whih supports interfaes to providea variety of funtions and is o�ered as an add-in only for IE, an be used for exeutingarbitrary ode. Even though IE is known for its many seurity �aws, numerous Internetusers still prefer to use IE beause many web sites are optimized for IE; moreover, Windowssoftware is marketed with IE pre-installed.Although Firefox was released in September 2002, it did not gain signi�ant reognitionuntil 2004; its popularity has inreased beause of its pereived better seurity, intuitivedesign and multi-tap features. Currently Firefox is more ommon in shool or publi om-puters and is expanding its market share. However, its popularity has led to a rising numberof newly disovered vulnerabilities.Figure 5.1 shows the umulative vulnerabilities by month and the �tted the Time-basedmodel for IE. Figure 5.2 shows the �tted E�ort-based model by IE's million system months.The bold blak lines indiate the �tted models, while the other thin lines show the umulativenumber of vulnerabilities by month and IE's million system months. The Time-based andE�ort-based models �t the data for IE very well. At the beginning, the slope of the urve
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Figure 5.1: Time-based Model Fitting for Aggregate Vulnerabilities in IEfor IE rose gently until 2000, after whih the slope has generally remained steady.From the point of the three phases of the vulnerability disovery proess, IE does notappear to have yet entered the saturation phase; also, the E�ort-based model show similarresult to the Time-based model. Rather, IE urrently still appears to be in the linear phase,sine the number of vulnerabilities is growing linearly in spite of IE's having been on themarket for several years. This may be beause of its larger market share and possibly beauseit may have a higher number of potential vulnerabilities. This suggests that vulnerabilitydisovery for IE may ontinue at a signi�ant pae in the near future. It is expeted thatthe next release of IE will have more seurity fous.Firefox is urrently the seond most popular web browser. While there is still a onsid-erable market share gap between IE and Firefox, this gap is shrinking. Although Firefoxis only a four-years-old web browser and its market share inludes about one-eighth of themarket, the �tted the Time-based and E�ort-based models as shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.4,suggests that Firefox is still in the linear phase. Consequently, we an expet that whilemore vulnerabilities will be found in the near future, the saturation phase is not likely to bereahed soon.Mozilla was �rst released at the end of 1998. However, sine Mozilla never beame
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Figure 5.2: E�ort-based Model Fitting for Aggregate Vulnerabilities in IEvery popular among Internet users, very few vulnerabilities have been found in Mozilla eventhough it was developed long before Firefox. Only eleven vulnerabilities were found throughJune 2004, as shown in Figure 5.5. Comparing Figure 5.3 and 5.5, we observe that thedisovery rate of Firefox and Mozilla vulnerabilities suddenly inreased in the later part of2004. A large number of vulnerabilities were �rst found in Firefox, followed by a similar risein the disovery of Mozilla vulnerabilities. This is likely to be due to the fat that signi�antparts of ode are shared between Firefox and Mozilla, demonstrating that market share anbe a more important ontributing fator than software age.Figure 5.7 shows that signi�ant parts of ode are shared between Firefox and Mozilla.Over 50% of Mozilla's vulnerabilities are vulnerabilities shared with Firefox, in fat mostof the vulnerabilities found in Mozilla after Otober 2004 were atually found in the sharedode. The popularity of Firefox inreased markedly at that time. Figure 5.5 suggestssuperimposition to two s-shapes, one due to vulnerabilities found in Mozilla itself and theseond due to vulnerabilities found in Firefox. Most of the seond period vulnerabilities arethe shared vulnerabilities, whih found a vulnerability to be the same vulnerability in twoor more softwares (usually one software is the o�spring of the other software). This reasonalso make the E�ort-based model is di�ult to �t Mozilla's vulnerability data. Figure 5.6
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Figure 5.3: Time-based Model Fitting for Aggregate Vulnerabilities in Firefox

Figure 5.4: E�ort-based Model Fitting for Aggregate Vulnerabilities in Firefoxshows the number of vulnerabilities by million system months. Further researh is neededto develop methods that an aurately model suh superimposition.Table 5.2 shows parameter values obtained by �tting the models used in Figure 5.1, 5.2,5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 with the exeption of Mozilla's E�ort-based model sine it is di�ult toapply for Mozilla's vulnerability data by million system months. For hi-square goodnessof �t test, we hose an alpha level 5%. Table 5.2 gives eah browser's hi-square values, R2values and parameter values for the Time-based and E�ort-based model. When the P-valuevalue is lose to 1, the model data �t is signi�ant; moreover, R2 lose to 1 indiates strong
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Figure 5.5: Time-based Model Fitting for Aggregate Vulnerabilities in Mozilla

Figure 5.6: The Number of Vulnerabilities by Mozilla's Million System Monthsorrelation between the model and atual data. The table shows that the hi-square valuesare less than the ritial value with the exeption of IE's Time-based model. P-values forFirefox and Mozilla are in the aeptable range sine p-value is greater than 0.05-that is,with an alpha level of 5%. The hi-square value and P-value for IE's Time-based model arenot signi�ant with respet to the level hosen; however, the R2 value is very lose to 1,indiating a strong orrelation between the model and atual vulnerability data.
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Figure 5.7: Shared Vulnerabilities Between Firefox and Mozilla
Model Parameter IE Firefox MozillaTime-baseModel A 0.00018 0.0024 0.0007B 295 119.8 95.9C 0.1643 0.1908 1.5310

R2 0.9887 0.9570 0.9572
x2 174.1 20.8 32.078

x2

critical
135.5 32.6 90.531P-value 7.43E-05 0.4055 0.9999E�ort-baseModel B 320.84 148.08 N/A

λV U 0.000037 0.00124 N/A
R2 0.977 0.946 N/A
x2 59.18 19.82 N/A

x2

critical
61.66 22.36 N/AP-value 0.062 0.166 N/ATable 5.2: x2 Goodness of Fit Test Results for Aggregate Number of Vulnerabilities
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5.3 Individual Vulnerability CategoriesIn this and the following setions, we apply the Time-based and E�ort-based model to auselassi�ation sheme for web browsers' vulnerabilities.Like web servers' ategorized vulnerabilities, these eight lasses are not ompletely mu-tually exlusive. We apply the same sheme as server vulnerability ategories. Table 5.3shows how vulnerabilities are distributed among ategories for both the data sets studied.The summation of all ategories for a single software system may add up to more thanthe total number of vulnerabilities (also, the added up perentages may exeed 100%) be-ause several vulnerabilities in eah web browser an belong to more than one ategory. Wede�ne these vulnerabilities as overlap vulnerabilities. IE has twenty-�ve overlap vulnerabil-ities, Firefox has twelve and Mozilla has three. In Table 5.3, three web browsers show thesame pattern - i.e., that the number of design errors is muh higher than other types ofvulnerabilities, followed by input validation error, et.Figure 5.8 ompares vulnerability distributions in three web browsers. More than 60% offound vulnerabilities are related to design or input validation errors. When omparing webbrowsers to web servers (Apahe and IIS) and operating systems (Windows 2000 and XP),we �nd a omparable pattern. Usually web servers and operating systems have a greaternumber of vulnerabilities in input validation error than in design error. Apart from thesetwo ategories, other lasses show a similar priority order (exeptional ondition error, aessvalidation error, on�guration error and other lassi�ed errors).Figure 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 present the Time-based and E�ort-based models�tting of eah web browser's vulnerabilities by ategory. Here, we onsider only the twomajor ategories, design errors and input validation errors, sine other ategories have toosmall a number of vulnerabilities to �t to the models. In these �ve �gures, the bold linesindiate the �tted the models for eah ategory, while the dotted lines and thin lines indiate
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Category IE Firefox MozillaIV 78(27.3%) 40(29.9%) 16(41%)DE 11(38.8%) 68(50.7%) 17(43.6%)ECE 41(14.3%) 8(6%) 3(7.7%)AVE 38(13.3%) 14(10.4%) 3(7.7%)CE 11(3.8%) 2(1.5%) 1(2.6%)EE 6(2.1%) 0(0%) 0(0%)RCE 3(1%) 0(0%) 1(2.6%)Other 23(8%) 14(10.4%) 1(2.6%)Total 286 134 39Table 5.3: Web Browsers' Vulnerabilities Classi�ed by Categories

Figure 5.8: Web Browsers' Vulnerabilities by Category
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Figure 5.9: Time-based Model Fitting for IE Vulnerabilities by Category

Figure 5.10: E�ort-based Model Fitting for IE Vulnerabilities by Categoryumulative vulnerability data for eah ategory.Figure 5.9 shows the Time-based model �tting for ategorized IE vulnerabilities. Fromthe beginning to the present, the Time-based model and the umulative data demonstratethat design errors have been found more frequently than input validation errors, and thatthe gap between design error and input validation error is widening. Figure 5.10 plots IE'svulnerability by million system months and the E�ort-based model �tting. This plot alsoshows the same result as Figure 5.9. Both �gures denote more vulnerabilities will be foundin design errors and input validation errors.
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Figure 5.11: Time-based Model Fitting for Firefox Vulnerabilities by Category

Figure 5.12: E�ort-based Model Fitting for Firefox Vulnerabilities by Category
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Figure 5.13: Time-based Model Fitting for Mozilla Vulnerabilities by CategoryFigure 5.11 and 5.12 show the Time-based and E�ort-based models' �tting for ategorizedFirefox vulnerabilities. Categorized Firefox vulnerabilities demonstrate a pattern similar tothat of ategorized IE vulnerabilities. Design errors have been found more frequently thaninput validation errors, and the gap between design error and input validation error iswidening.Mozilla �tting for the Time-based model in Figure 5.13 shows a di�erent pattern fromprevious two web browsers. As mentioned in a previous setion, it shows two s-shapes (twoTime-based models), one due to vulnerabilities found in Mozilla itself (from July 2000 toMarh 2003), and the seond due to vulnerabilities found in Firefox (from Marh 2003 toApril 2006). This �gure shows two s-shaped patterns that are exatly mathed, sine fromthe initial period, input validation errors were published more frequently than design errors,�rst narrowing widening the gap. Figure 5.14 shows the relationship between umulativevulnerabilities and Mozilla's million system months with the exeption of the E�ort-basedmodel.Table 5.4 shows the hi-square goodness of �t tests for the IE, Firefox and Mozillamodels by ategory. For eah ategory, the hi-square (x2) value is less than hi-squareritial (x2

critical
), and the P-values and R2 values are lose to 1. Thus, the �t for the two
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Figure 5.14: The Categorized Number of Vulnerabilities by Mozilla's Million System Monthsategories is signi�ant for both the Time-based and E�ort-based models. It is interestingto note that the �t for the aggregate IE vulnerabilities onsidered in the previous setionwas not signi�ant with respet to the signi�ane level hosen.We adapted the Time-based and E�ort-based models to two major vulnerability ate-gories to determine whether there are observable patterns at the level of individual lasses.Sine we noted a similar pattern for the unategorized vulnerabilities, a possible �t wasexamined. These individual lasses re�et eah web browsers' own total number of vulner-abilities.5.4 Vulnerability Severity LevelsEarlier, in the hapter 4.4, we explained the de�nition of vulnerability severity and eahseverity level were already explained. In this setion, web browsers' vulnerability severitylevels are �tted for the Time-based and E�ort-based models. Figure 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17plotthe perentages of the umulative number of vulnerabilities for eah severity lass for IE,Firefox and Mozilla respetively. It should be noted that the early part of the urves repre-sent very few vulnerabilities and thus are not signi�ant; for example, the plots for Mozillaup to July 2002 represent only �ve vulnerabilities. A omparison of the IE plot in Figure
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IE Firefox MozillaModel Parameter IVE DE IVE DE IVE DETime-baseModel A 0.00059 0.00062 0.0089 0.0042 0.0048 0.0045B 89.7 110.9 35 65.1 16 23.4C 0.984 0.895 0.849 0.278 2.385 20.39
R2 0.98 0.99 0.962 0.96 0.92 0.95
x2 43.9 47.2 6.5 9.1 22.3 23.8

x2

critical
135.4 135.4 32.6 32.6 90.5 90.5P-value 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999E�ort-baseModel B 125 120 40 80 N/A N/A

λV U 0.000018 0.00004 0.0015 0.0013 N/A N/A
R2 0.96 0.98 0.95 0.96 N/A N/A
x2 34.27 21.73 6.66 8.61 N/A N/A

x2

critical
61.66 61.66 22.36 22.36 N/A N/AP-value 0.854 0.998 0.959 0.819 N/A N/ATable 5.4: x2 Goodness of Fit Test Results for Total Number of Vulnerabilities5.15 with similar plots of vulnerabilities for the Apahe and IIS servers suggest that duringthe middle of 2001 to middle of 2004, a proportionately larger number of high severity vul-nerabilities were found. From the middle of 2004, the perentage of high and low severityvulnerabilities has remained relatively unhanged. This would suggest a shift in vulner-ability detetion priorities. The higher emphasis on higher severity vulnerabilities during2001-2004 may have been a onsequene of higher densities of undisovered vulnerabilitiesduring that time; thus, the �nders may have found it more rewarding to seek higher severityvulnerabilities. Sine the middle of 2004, the proportions of high and low severity vulnera-bilities found appear to have remained relatively unhanged. Figure 5.16 shows relative �aturves for Firefox, whih may have been beause the data is from the period starting fromAugust 2004.We apply the Time-based and E�ort-based models to the three web browsers. Figure5.18, 5.19, 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 show the results of �tting these two models to the three severitylasses. The web browsers' severity pattern is the same as that of the web servers. Lowseverity vulnerabilities are easily found in all time periods, while high severity vulnerabilities
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Figure 5.15: IE Severity Variation

Figure 5.16: Firefox Severity Variation

Figure 5.17: Mozilla Severity Variation
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Figure 5.18: Time-based Model Fitting for IE Vulnerabilities by Severity

Figure 5.19: E�ort-based Model Fitting for IE Vulnerabilities by Severityrank seond and medium severity vulnerabilities are rarely found. This shows that the sizeof the low severity level pool is largest, followed by the high severity level pool and �nallythe medium severity level pool. With the exeption of the IE's low severity vulnerabilities,the �t is signi�ant for all ases. Even for the low severity IE vulnerabilities, the R2 valueis quite high.Figure 5.23, 5.24 and 5.25 show eah web browser's vulnerability ategory by severity.Even though the design errors over a higher proportion than input validation, many of highseverity vulnerabilities are usually found in input validation errors. The same result is shown
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Figure 5.20: Time-based Model Fitting for Firefox Vulnerabilities by Severity

Figure 5.21: E�ort-based Model Fitting for Firefox Vulnerabilities by Severity

Figure 5.22: Time-based Model Fitting for Mozilla Vulnerabilities by Severity
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IE Firefox MozillaModel Para. High Med Low High Med Low High Med LowTime-baseModel A 0.0006 0.006 0.0005 .0057 0.0206 0.005 0.007 0.04 0.001B 110 25.1 122.2 44.1 11.3 67.6 16 3.6 40.9C 1.255 12.47 0.325 0.447 2.56 0.36 10 1000 1.77
R2 0.99 0.92 0.96 0.92 0.93 0.96 0.97 0.87 0.91
x2 40.23 46.38 107.42 8.83 4.02 12.1 21.65 19.84 29.67

x2

critical
135.4 135.4 135.4 32.6 32.6 32.6 90.5 90.5 90.5P-value 1 0.99 0.12 0.98 0.99 0.91 1 1 0.99E�ort-baseModel B 359.6 31 145 53.68 41.62 78 N/A N/A N/A

λV U .00001 .0001 .00004 .0011 0.0002 0.002 N/A N/A N/A
R2 0.99 0.93 0.95 0.91 0.94 0.95 N/A N/A N/A
x2 22.08 17.24 55.2 7.4 3.43 14.14 N/A N/A N/A

x2

critical
61.66 61.66 61.66 22.36 22.36 22.36 N/A N/A N/AP-value 0.997 0.999 0.119 0.818 0.999 0.619 N/A N/A N/ATable 5.5: x2 Goodness of Fit Test Results for Total Number of Vulnerabilitiesin the web servers' vulnerability ategory by severity: most of high severity vulnerabilitiesare found in input validation errors.5.5 Disussion for Web Browsers' Vulnerability and ModelsThe introdution of browsers has reated a powerful new medium for onduting business,ommerial and personal ativities. Potential disovery and exploitation of vulnerabilitieshas beome a subjet of great onern, sine web browsers' vulnerabilities are used as amedium of spreading viruses and worms. The vulnerability disovery rate trends provide aquantitative perspetive of the problem and an be use to plan the e�ort needed to implemente�etive risk ontainment strategies. As an example, quantitative projetions an be usedto alloate resoures needed for fast path development.We examined the data sets to determine whether the disovery proess trends to followspei� patterns and whether these patterns an be modeled. The results show that whenthe aggregate number of vulnerabilities is examined, the Time-based model and the E�ort-based model �t the data sets well, as shown in Table 5.2. The model was found to �t even
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Figure 5.23: IE's Vulnerability Category by Severity

Figure 5.24: Firefox Vulnerability Category by Severity
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Figure 5.25: Mozilla Vulnerability Category by Severitywhen vulnerabilities were partitioned by ause lassi�ation or severity levels (Table 5.3and 5.5). This suggests that the models an potentially be used to estimate the number ofvulnerabilities expeted to be disovered during a given future period, and what ategoryand severity level distributions are likely.The �tting was done for the lasses of vulnerabilities for whih the available data isstatistially signi�ant. It would be di�ult to use suh models for types of vulnerabilitiesthat our less frequently beause the data may not be su�iently statistially signi�antto make meaningful projetions.We note that there is su�ient data for high and low severity vulnerabilities, and the �tis quite good. This suggests that the model an be used to projet the expeted number ofhigh severity vulnerabilities, whih may be of muh greater interest than others.The Time-based model used here does not require the use of market share data. TheE�ort-based model an potentially generate more stable projetions beause it an remove�utuations due to variability in the disovery e�ort with time; however, it requires olle-tion of reliable e�ort data. Further researh is needed to evaluate the appliability of the
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Time-based model. Further researh also needs to be undertaken to evaluate the preditiveapabilities of these two models.Examining the urrent vulnerability disovery trends for the three web browsers, allthree appear to be in the linear phase. Hene, it an be expeted that more vulnerabilitieswill be disovered in all three.When omparing browser seurity, we need to keep in mind that the vulnerability disov-ery rate in the near future may be more important than vulnerabilities already disoveredin the past. Other fators to onsider inlude severity levels and quik availability of pathreleases. Currently, ertain experts [48℄ regard IE to be less seure; some of them point tothe integration of IE into Windows and Ative X. Seunia [52℄ reports that IE has more un-pathed vulnerabilities than Firefox. However, if Firefox's popularity ontinues to inrease,it will attrat more attempts to disover its vulnerabilities. The new version of IE7, ur-rently in beta version, is intended to be more seure beause of inorporation of additionalseurity features.
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Chapter 6Disussion
The Time-based model and the E�ort-based model are examined for HTTP servers andweb browsers' vulnerability data. Both models �t the HTTP severs' and the web browsers'datasets very well. This shows that the software vulnerability trend forms a pattern evenwhen the vulnerabilities are ategorized by type, suh as ause and severity. There arethree phases by time period (learning, linear and saturation phase) and logarithm shape byinreasing the number of users (million system months). A software that has a �xed quantityof market share follows these vulnerability-found trends. However, these two models isdi�ult to apply to a low number of vulnerabilities. Further researh needs to be done forthese low numbers of vulnerabilities.As mentioned in hapter 2, the E�ort-based model requires the usage of spei� software.This data may be di�ult to obtain or may be not pure. However, the usage of spei�software data is not needed for the Time-based model. Fortunately, the Time-based andE�ort-based models show similar results: when the Time-based model's hi-square goodnessof �t test is signi�ant, the E�ort-based model's hi-square goodness of �t test is also sig-ni�ant. For example, in hapter 5.3, the Time-based model's hi-square value and P-valuefor IE and Firefox show less signi�ane than others. Moreover, the E�ort-based model'shi-square value and P-value for IE and Firefox show less signi�ane than others. Conse-
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Appliation SLOC Defets DKD Vulnerabilities VKD

Ratio
VKD/DKDApahe 227,410 (Unix) 4148 18.27 96 0.423 0.0232IIS N/A N/A N/A 123 N/A N/AIE N/A N/A N/A 286 N/A N/AFirefox 2,500,000 24,027 9.61 134 0.0536 0.00557Mozilla 2,430,000 38,060 15.64 39 0.016 0.00103Win 98 16,000,000 10,000 0.625 91 0.0057 0.0091Win NT 18,000,000 10,000 0.556 230 0.0128 0.023Table 6.1: Known Defet Density vs. Known Vulnerability Densityquently, the Time-based model an be an alternative method for examining vulnerabilitytrends when the market share data is absent.Stati analysis has been used in software reliability engineering when some of the systems'attributes are estimated empirially even before testing begins. Similar stati analysis an bearried out by utilizing metris suh as software size and estimated number of total defets.These methods an potentially be used to estimate Defet density (DKD) and Vulnerabilitydensity (VKD), whih an then be used to estimate the total number of vulnerabilities ofa omparable system. DKD gives the defets per thousand lines of ode and VKD is thenumber of vulnerabilities per thousand lines of ode. Table 6.1 shows some of the majorattributes of the Apahe server, Firefox, Mozilla and two other major operating systems foromparison. Unfortunately, some of the important metris for the Mirosoft IIS server andIE were not available to us at the time. For proprietary systems, suh data an be hard toobtain outside of the developing organization. The ode size for Apahe, Firefox and Mozillawas determined using the SLOCCount tool [53℄ sine the soure ode for these open soureare available.In Table 6.1, we observe that the vulnerability density values for the Windows systemsare signi�antly less than for HTTP severs and web browsers and web browsers defetsdensities are muh higher than others. This may be due to the fat that Windows software
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has large segments that do not play a role in aessibility, while severs are smaller andtherefore vulnerabilities are more onentrated in the ode: the relatively higher values ofthe vulnerability density for web servers and browsers are likely to our beause of the higherfration of ode involving aess funtionality. Also VKD/DKD ratio are within a narrowrange. This assumption is supported by the fat that the defet density to vulnerabilitydensity ratio is higher in Windows NT 4.0, a server operating system and web browsersthan in Windows 98, a lient operating system.IIS and IE are distributed for the Windows platform only, and all of its vulnerabilitiesare related to the parent platform. However, Apahe, Firefox and Mozilla are used in mostmajor operating systems, inluding several versions of both Windows and UNIX (Linux).In this study we did not distinguish Apahe's, Firefox's and Mozilla's vulnerabilities byplatform, as we assumed that it provides the same funtionality regardless of operatingsystem. However, we need more researh for vulnerabilities in the di�erent platform.HTTP servers' and web browsers' vulnerability trends are ompared in this study. Inthis study, two major web servers had reahed or are reahing saturation phase; other thanthis, web browsers are in the linear phase. It is expeted that many of vulnerabilities willbe found in web browsers and fewer vulnerabilities will be disovered in HTTP servers. It isdi�ult to deide whih appliation is more seure sine there are many other fators, suhas path release, number of remaining vulnerabilities, eonomi aspets et. However, thisstudy provide one guide for deiding seurity level.
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Chapter 7Conlusions
This study examines the trends in vulnerability disovery of HTTP servers and web browsersand explores the appliability of quantitative models for the number of vulnerabilities. Thestudy has also demonstrated that the vulnerabilities disovery proess in HTTP servers andweb browsers follows a pattern, whih an be modeled. The Time-based and E�ort-basedmodels give us an insight into the vulnerabilities disovery proess. The results show thatthe Time-based and E�ort-based vulnerability disovery models generally trak the availabledata well. Therefore, it is possible to make reasonable projetions about the number ofremaining vulnerabilities and vulnerabilities disovery rates.We found that the �t is signi�ant when aggregate vulnerabilities are divided into lasses(for example, vulnerabilities arising due to design errors and input validation errors), pro-vided there are su�ient vulnerabilities in a lass. The �t was signi�ant for both theTime-based model and E�ort-based models. It was observed that a larger number of inputvalidation error vulnerabilities are found in HTTP servers and that design error vulnera-bilities over a higher proportion of web browsers vulnerabilities. This also shows a largernumber of input validation error vulnerabilities onstitute a high severity level for bothHTTP severs and web browsers. This suggests that more e�ort should be spent on testingin order to target vulnerabilities from this lass, thereby minimizing the number of high risk
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vulnerabilities. The models an thus be used to projet the lasses of vulnerabilities that aremore likely to be enountered, and onsequently an be used to make testing more e�etive.The model also �ts the data for high and low severity vulnerabilities. Hene, it is possibleto projet the high severity vulnerabilities that may be expeted in the near future.The results indiate that the models originally proposed and validated for operatingsystems are also appliable to web browsers. These models an be used to estimate vulner-abilities disovery rates, whih an be integrated with risk assessment models in the future.A model reently proposed by Sahinoglu [46℄ needs suh an assessment for estimating riskand ost of loss. Moreover, these models an be integrated into the development proess toreate more seure software systems [50℄.Further work is needed to evaluate the predition auray of the models so that usersan measure how aurately these models an predit future vulnerabilities disovery rates.Further researh is also required to evaluate the degree of on�dene that an be attainedwhen these methods are used to predit the types of vulnerabilities that are antiipated andtheir severity levels. Also vulnerabilities for the O.S platform is need to be distinguished.
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